
 

BITRACK - For Immediate Release 

SEABROOK, NH – Martin International Enclosures (MIE) introduces the BitRack, the first IT rack 

enclosure line designed & optimized for Bitcoin Mining 

The BitRack line of IT enclosures is the first rack line of its kind optimized for Bitcoin mining rigs and 

cryptocurrency mining operations. Standing 42U tall the enclosures are designed to help manage the 

power and heat loads of Bitcoin mining rigs. BitRacks are available now in three versions, from a simple 

open rack to a completely sealed and cooled enclosure.  

BitRacks include Power Distribution Units (PDUs/power strips) to operate up to four (4) Bitcoin mining 

rigs. These PDUs can handle up to 4400 watts each for a BitRack total of 8800 watts nominal.  

 The BitRack1 is a rack that can house up to (4) CoinTerraTM TerraMiner™ IV mining rigs and comes ready 

for your mining rigs to be installed in just minutes after you receive it. BitRack1 comes with power 

distribution and cords for each power supply on your mining rigs. 

The BitRack 2 has the same Power Distribution features as BitRack 1 and is designed for a highly secure 

application. 

 The BitRack 3 has the same mining rig Power Distribution as BitRack 1 and BitRack 2 but this enclosure 

is sealed up tight and has cooling capabilities of up to 31kw of heat enough to cool (4) CoinTerraTM 

TerraMiner™ IV mining rigs and has the security features of BitRack 2. The Air conditioning units come 

with duct kits to be able to attach customer supplied ducting to and direct the hot air out of the space. 

Mike Martin explains MIE has a 15 year history of being an innovator in the IT space. ‘As we learned 

more about Bitcoin mining and the Bitcoin mining rigs, we quickly realized that the power densities were 

off the charts.’ A single Bitcoin mining rig produces as much heat as a full cabinet did 5-10 years ago. 

Martin goes on to say ‘Designing an IT cabinet line that is optimized for Bitcoin mining rigs and the 

facilities they are deployed in solves a problem for the rig manufacturer and the facility while delivering 

maximum flexibility to support basic, to highly secure, to fully climate controlled rack options.’ 

To learn more about BitRack IT cabinets, please visit http://www.martinenclosures.com/BitRack to 

download specs or view additional pictures. To order or to speak with an engineer about how to best 

optimize your Martin cabinet for your Bitcoin mining rigs, contact sales@martinenclosures.com or call 

(603) 474-2626.  
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